
Hester, Janice 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

David Lochbaum <dlochbaum@ucsusa.org> 
Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:13 AM 
FOIA Resource 

Subject: WWW Form Submission 

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by 

David Lochbaum (dlochbaum@ucsusa.org) on Wednesday, August 05, 2015 at 10:13:25 

through the IP 209.170.118.134 

using the form at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/foia/foia-submittal-form.html 

and resulted in this email to foia.resource@nrc.gov 

Company/Affliation: Union of Concerned Scientists 

Address1: PO Box 15316 

Address2: 

City: Chattanooga 

State: TN 

Zip: 37415 

Country: United_States 

Country-Other: 

Phone: 423-468-9272 

Desc: All records collected by and created by the NRC Special Inspection team of the May 2015 transformer 
event at Indian Point Unit 3 that culminated in an inspection report dated July 23, 2015 (ML 15204A499). 
Records excluded from this request are ones related to travel of SIT individuals to the area, scheduling and 
location of internal meetings to discuss SIT findings and the draft SIT report, and drafts of the SIT report. 
Records included in the request are materials (condition reports, procedures, etc.) collected for the SIT from 
Indian Point, SIT member notes, and summaries of interviews by SIT members of Indian Point workers. 

FeeCategory: Educational 

Media Type: 

MediaType_Other_Description: 

Expedite_lmminentThreatText: 

Expedite_UrgencyTolnformText: 
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Waiver_Purpose: UCS describes events and discoveries that prompt the NRC to dispatch SITs, AITs, and llTs 
to nuclear plant sites. Because the event at Indian Point that prompted this SIT was complex, UCS will review 
the requested records to supplement our understanding of the information presented in the SIT's inspection 
report. 

Waiver_ExtentToExtractAnalyze: UCS expects that the requested records contain additional/deeper 
information for text in the SIT report. UCS expected that our review of the requested records will ensure we 
characterize the information in the SIT report in proper context. In other words, UCS expects to see the 
foundation for the narrative in the final SIT report. · 

Waiver_SpecificActivityQuals: UCS has described the events that prompt the NRC to dispatch SITs, AITs, and 
llTs in blog posts followed up by a description within a series of annual reports on the NRC and nuclear plant 
safety we initiated in 2011. UCS expects to apply this framing to this event. UCS strives to explain events like 
the flooding of the switchgear room at Indian Point for a general audience to understand, instead of in the 
jargon and acronym filled language of the SIT report. Citizens and reporters interested in events repeatedly tell 
UCS that our descriptions helped them understand what happened and why. 

Waiver_lmpactPublicUnderstanding: The May 2015 transformer event attracted considerable public attention. 
While the event was caused by a transformer explosion and fire, the primary hazard was from the internal 
flooding it caused. The nature of this hazard, and the measures intended to manage that risk, are not widely 
known. UCS seeks the requested records to ensure our explanations of what happened, why it happened, and 
what could have happened are accurate so we can lead the public to greater awareness, rather than mislead 
them. 

Waiver_NatureOfPublic: Indian Point is located within 25 miles of one of the most heavily populated cities in 
the United States. An event there garners considerably more public scrutiny than a similar event at a nuclear 
plant in Iowa. Public attendance at NRC meetings near Indian Point typically exceeds public attended at most 
other NRC meetings. UCS seeks to help satisfy this large public appetite for information. 

Waiver_MeansOfDissemination: UCS posts commentaries, fact sheets, issue briefs, and reports to our 
website, www.ucsusa.org, and our blog, allthingsnuclear.org. We plan a short report and blog post, as a 
minimum, for this event. 

Waiver_FreeToPublicOrFee: Materials posted to our website and blog are available for viewing/downloading 
free of charge. 

Waiver_PrivateCommericallnterest: None. 
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